
Flat wrapped LeatherWall Panels in 24" squares in CO2204. Spinneybeck

Wall Panels

Guidelines for Dimensions

The matrix above provides a guideline of standard wall panel
sizes. Panel dimensions are tailored to fit your room specification
within this guideline range. Custom panel sizes that fall outside
of this range will be quoted.

Installation

Spinneybeck LeatherWall Panels were developed with ease
of installation in mind. Each panel is constructed with a Z-Clip
fastener on the backside of the panel. Large panel sizes may
have two fasteners to ensure added stability and support.
The Z-Clips provided are 6' (approximately 1.8 meters) in
length, and can be cut to fit according to the site requirements.
Spinneybeck offers installation services; however, application is
basic and can be provided by a reputable general contractor.

Guidelines for Dimensions Construction

Wall Panel Product Information

Maintenance

Spinneybeck LeatherWall Panels can be easily maintained with
regular vacuuming and occasional dusting with a damp cloth and
cool water. To maintain the natural beauty of the panels and to
restore the leather’s natural oils and supple appearance,
Spinneybeck leather maintenance products should also be
used periodically. Other leather cleaners such as saddle soap or
household cleaners that may contain harsh chemicals, alcohol or
ink removers should never be used on Spinneybeck Leather
Wall Panels.

Principal photography by Joshua McHugh

All Spinneybeck leather is tanned, dyed, and finished in Italy,
according to the most stringent environmental requirements.
Spinneybeck leathers are GREENGUARD™ certified.

Contact Spinneybeck for leather samples and additional
information.
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Wall Panels

Spinneybeck Leather Wall Panels add character and style to a wide
range of wall, headboard and ceiling applications. Creative design
options combined with Spinneybeck’s unparalleled collection of
leather styles and colors, offer endless design opportunities.

With over 1,000 standard colors in more than 30 leather styles,
including sueded and pronounced grain surfaces, as well as
embossed and woven options, leather panels reveal their natural
characteristics while also providing sound and heat benefits.
Leather panels can be accented with colored threads and various
stitch details. Quilted patterns, literature pockets, fluted details and
button tufting offer additional styling options.

Front Cover: Flat wrapped LeatherWall Panels in 20" squares, PR34.
Quilted LeatherWall Panels in 20" squares above in DV112. Flat wrapped LeatherWall Panels shown in SA2052 with literature pockets in DV112.

Fluted LeatherWall Panel application in CP1207 with contrasting stitch. Flat Leatherweave Fluted

Parallel Quilted
Small Rectangular
Vertical Quilted

Small Rectangular
Horizontal Quilted Small Square Quilted

Ideal for residential,
corporate, retail, education
and hospitality applications,
Spinneybeck Leather Wall
Panels are tailored to suit
any environment or function.
Our leather is carefully
selected from premium large
European hides, allowing for
a uniform and pristine vertical
display. Unlike paper and
wood, leather provides a
naturally flame resistant surface.
The warm, elegant, and natural
character of our full grain
aniline dyed leather makes
every installation unique.

Each of our wall installations
is individually tailored to
fit your room. Different size
panels can be incorporated
to create a contemporary
look; conversely, the panels
can be a uniform size for
a more formal appearance.
A range of quilting patterns
and stitching options offer
enhanced versatility.
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